
Photographing your baby
Congratulations on your new arrival!

 

As a tired, bleary-eyed, new mum I am sure you are just like I once was 

as you spend hours gazing at your beautiful baby.

You had hoped for a photoshoot with your newborn but that is not

possible at the moment. Whilst you wait to welcome visitors back into

your home you can be taking your own newborn photos.

 

I have put together a guide to show you some simple set ups and talk

you through how to capture all of these special moments safely. 

If you have any questions please pop me a message so that I can help.

I love to phototgraph older babies too so hope to hear from you to book

a session when we can.
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Small Moments - Big Memories



This is a really simple set up for at home. 

I always love neutrals and a fresh look so

if you have white bedding pop a sheet

onto your bed and find where the light is

in your room. 

This can be taken with baby asleep or

awake. Always ensure baby is not near

the edge of the bed for safety reasons.

Keep baby's head near your armpit and

watch out for where your fingers and

hands go, either show them or hide

them. You can chose to look at baby or

look at the camera. 

 

If your baby has fallen asleep on you, try

to gently place them down on your bed

facing the window. Keep a hand on their

back or side until they resettle whilst

making a shushing noise.  This can allow

you to take a beautiful photo of them on

their side showing those tiny ears. Be

sure not to leave them like this

unattended or on deep fluffy covers. 

 

Mummy Kisses

With Daddy
Lie on the bed and keep baby near you,

look down at them and hold them to

show how tiny they are. Keep the colours

simple with parents in a chosen colour

and baby more neutral. Keep low when

taking the photo and position faces

towards the light.

Side Snoozing



Master Bed
When photographing baby at home you

can use the master bed. By lowering

yourself at the end of the bed and pulling

the covers tight towards you, you should

be able to see all of baby's face.

Kick About

Details
Take photos of your baby's features such

as those tiny hands, nose and lips. By

limiting the other distractions you can

focus on just baby.

Find some nice soft light and here baby

is on his tummy super sleepy. Make sure

their airways are not restricted if putting

them on their tummies and that their

feet are comfortable. If you ever see

hands or feet changing colour this is a

sign they are not in a good position.

 

Find the light, usually a nice big window

and place yourselves somewhere with

space to lie. Here, mum in kneeling on

the floor to the left which was

comfortable for her postpartum. Then let

baby kick around. If baby is awake and

moving you may get blur as they move,

you can rectify this by being in a sport

mode on your camera.

 



Swaddled
Some babies will instantly settle once

swaddled, others hate it. If I am taking

photos of a newborn with a sibling I will

often swaddle baby. The trick is to find a

long swaddle (scarf) and to wrap baby

fairly tightly, keeping baby in a

comfortable position. It is then easier to

move them and turn them towards the

light.

In The Window

Eye Contact
Photos with your baby looking directly

down the lens at you can be gorgeous.

Try not to get in the way of your own

light from a window. You may need

something to shake to get baby's

attention, depending on their age. 

By using the light from a large window

you can create beautiful black and white

images or even silhouettes. You can

experiement with your windows and

positioning your baby and partner in

different ways. Think 'connection'. 



Simple
Your master bed is all you need to take

some beautiful baby photos whilst I am

not able to. Position baby in the middle

of the bed a little bit away form the

cushions. Kneel at the end of the bed to

take the photo. Never leave baby

unattended like this. 

On Your Lap

Snuggles
If you have a small step or ladder at

home you can raise yourself up to get

this shot. Alternativley get mum to sit

lower as you stand. This is a lovely shot if

you feel camera shy or tired!

If you have older children (over 5), this is

a lovely pose to use. Have them sit

upright on a chair or sofa and place baby

on their lap. Ensure they maintain

contact with baby at all times and have

someone else sat to the side for safety. 



Neutrals
When taking photos of your baby you can

add simple sheets in neutral colours to

add interest. Here baby is on the bed in a

nappy with a soft piece of grey wrap laid

over. I think this is a more interesting

crop than placing baby in the middle

with space all around. 

From Above

Size comparison
To be able to see baby's size it can help

to have something else in the photo.

Parents hands work really well for this. So

hold baby safely and position them

towards the light. This can be done with

baby in a vest, naked or wrapped. 

This can be easier to do if you kneel on

the floor and baby is placed on a bed,

sofa or similar. Never leave baby

unattended on a high surface.

I love this sort of photo.

Place baby on a white sheet on the floor

or on the master bed. (the floor is safer!)

Face them towards the light from a

window and stand above to take a photo

of them looking so small. Turn off any

indoor lights to avoid shadows and other

light colours affecting the photo. 

 



Catchlights
When taking your own newborn photos

at home you can try to get catchlights in

baby's eyes. This is where the light hits

baby's eyes creating those gorgeous light

areas. If baby faces away from the light

their eyes can look dark and dull. 

Face baby towards the light and make

sure you click your cameras focus onto

their eyes to keep them sharp and crisp.

Black and White

Over Shoulder
Have someone sittin holding your baby

on their lap and stand behind them to

take this gorgeous photo. Be mindful of

where the light is and check that your

focus in falling on the baby. 

If you don't have white sheets and you

have brighter colours this can cause

colour casts on baby's skin. This means a

purple blanket could make baby look a

bit purple or a green sheet could make

baby look a bit green. This can be hard to

fix so you could always shoot in black

and white instead. Black and white can

look great with contrast such as lovely

dark hair.
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If you have taken some photos and you would like support editing them

please get in touch via email to see how I can help you with this.

 

If you have already enquired or made a booking for a newborn shoot,

we will get there, when we are allowed to safely. Your baby will always

be gorgeous and we can photograph the love between you at any age.

Please don't worry.

 

If you would like to be added to my enquiry list for when the diary

reopens please email me to register your details.

 

Have fun, and most of all, take life gently and be kind to yourself.

 

Vicki xxx

 


